AcuDesign Button and Icon Definitions
Button/Icon

Usage
Switches from Package view to Design view
Export the current design from the current view
Edit design information, such as package, category, tags, etc.
Delete the current design (Warning - there is no undo for this!)
View/change app settings
Import designs
Switch to help mode - tap on various items for an explanation of their use.
Tap to open the information view for the imported design
Tap to open the information view for the imported package
This label contains the file name for the design it is attached to
Identifies a design that has been imported from outside the app
Tap to open information about the free-to-download design
Tap to open information about the free-to-download package
Indicates the number of designs in the package
Indicates the number of designs in a user-imported package
Switches from Design view to Package view
Selects a category of designs to view, in this case all of the designs
Indicates that the design is stored locally in the iPad
Indicates that the design is stored in Dropbox - Internet required to open
Indicates how many different colors are in the design
Indicates size of the stitched design (Choose US in Settings for inches.)
Indicates number of stitches in the design
Activates Select mode in Design view - tap a design to select it
Indicates a design that is selected in Select mode
Used in various places - tap to complete the current operation
This label used in Design view for designs you have edited
This label used in Design view for designs you have imported
This label used in Design view for designs available free or for purchase
In Design view this indicates not all designs are shown - tap to view more
In Design view tap this to hide or show the category list
In the Edit view tap to adjust the zoom level or turn off realistic stitches
Tap to undo the last change in Edit view
Tap to re-do the last undo operation in Edit view
Tap to copy the selected items to the clipboard in Edit view
Tap to cut the selected items and put on the clipboard in Edit view
Tap to paste the contents of the clipboard into the hoop in Edit view
Tap to delete selected items in Edit view
Shows the number of selected items in Edit view or file name if none
Post the current design image to Facebook
Activates selection tools in Edit view
Tap to activate the measuring tape tool in Edit view
When tapped items are selected by dragging a box over them
When tapped items are selected by drawing a lasso around them
When tapped items are selected by painting them with your finger
When tapped each selection replaces all previous selections
When tapped each selection is added to existing selections
When tapped each selection is unselected
When tapped the entire hoop contents are selected
When tapped it reverses the selection state of all items
When tapped all stitches shorter than 0.4mm are deleted
Shows a stitch layer - tap to select, drag to move or swipe to scroll
Activates stitch editing tools in Edit view
Pink crosshair shows current stitch position in stitch editor
Inserts a cut command at the current crosshair position
Inserts a color stop at the current crosshair position
Changes the color from the current crosshair position to the next color stop
Removes one stitch from the current crosshair position
Inserts one stitch at the current crosshair position
Tap to move crosshair to previous stitch
Tap to move crosshair to next stitch
Slide left or right to quickly move crosshair backward or forward
Activates the sewing simulator in Edit view
Starts the sewing simulator
Stops the sewing simulator
Tap to hide the needle and stop sound in sewing simulator
Slide to speed up (rabbit) or slow down (turtle) the sewing simulator
Activates the color palette tool in Edit View
Tap the top half to change background color, bottom half to change fabric
Tap to change the brand and/or color of thread for one color in the design
Tap to expose the thread brand choices - check to add to thread palette
Tap to email thread choice list
Tap to change all instances of one color - green check indicates current color
Indicates which hoop is currently selected
Activates the hoop selector in Edit view
Tap to adjust the current design in the Edit view so it fits the selected hoop
Rotate the selected hoop 90 degrees to the right
Tap to select the machine manufacturer for hoop selection
Tap to select the machine to be used for hoop selection
Tap to select this hoop for use - the active hoop title is highlighted in yellow

